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WE VISIT EXPERT 
ANIMATORS, CARTOONISTS 

and ILLUSTRATORS… ..THEY TEACH US HOW TO DRAW 
WITH THEIR own step by step 
guided ‘mastertoonS’!

comic books!
“ the tooniverse ” 

is a fantastic new kids tv show

 that brings together 
the worlds of 

cartoons…

inspiring the viewer to pick up their pencils, pens, 

iPads, tablets or whatever they choose 

to draw and get creative…

animation!

1.

And…



**Council of Europe’s Audiovisual 
Observatory - Focus On Animation, 2015

with an average MOVIe-going 
audience of 179.8 million each 
year in europe and over 170 
million a year in the U.S.** 

animatED entertainment is A MULTI BILLION 
DOLLAR INDUSTRY. 

and millions more on tv

not to mention the 
billions of illegal 
downloads…

2.

the perfect market 
for a new show 
called:



then bring what we’ve learned to life!

WE go behind the scenes with 
the biggest movie And Animation 
studios! 

..to help them 
create their own 
amazing artwork.

rick & martys ‘how toons’ will 
guide the viewer step by step….

not every viewer has an iPad or tablet so 
all lessons and features will have stages 
anD options so no matter how you draw…

the tooniverse is accessible for all! 

anyone can join in!

3.



each show will have a different theme 
or subject..

showing viewers how and where 
their favourite art has come from!

4.

wE’ll delve into toon history… 



we’ll interview 
the cast, crew 
AND creators…

…WITH live webcasts 
from the red carpet.

the tooniverse is an 
INTERACTIVE MULTI-
PLATFORM SHOW…

WITH AN APP, ENCOURAGING KIDS 
TO SEND IN TOONS OF THEIR OWN!

SPECIAL one-off shows created to coincide with 
FILM launches OR NEW TV SHOWS THAT OUR VIEWERS 
WILL CARE DEEPLY ABOUT..

5.



viewers toons become part of  
A short animated feature at 
the end of each series!

we’ll show its progress 
and how it’s being created 
behind the scenes!

as we refine, write, 
animate, voice and 
develop the film…

for the premiere it at 
the end of the series!

6.



friends since the age of 5 from school. they instantly 
shared an affinity for cartoons and star wars. 

both hugely experienced 
& successful tv hosts, 
presenters & producers

and accomplished 
cartoonists & authors!

7.

the whole show is hosted and presented 
by these two nutcases…



theiR on-screen chemistry is clear 
and both have infectious energy.

all in the same tooniverse!

a perfect place to bring kids, art, entertainment, great 
brands & upcoming new movies & shows together.

the tooniverse© is 
copyright of marty 
macdonald 
mccrossan And 
richard adams 
prosser (2016). all 
ideas contained 
within this document 
are confidential.

8.

coming to a screen big or small near you soon…
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